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You might become a member of the
Student Slave Industry
The student slavery industry in developed countries is very
strenuous. Many young people choose to take up a course or
degree in developed countries with a view to get a work
permit and then permanent residency and then citizenship.
The countries offer 20 hours of work rights during student visa.
While there are valid students as well, this is basically a
student slave industry. Young people come over and work 20
hours on permit and many do extra hours on cash. They do
various random tough jobs in the market. They are totally
enslaved in the country in the sense that they earn there, and
their earning is fully booked already in fees and livelihood
expenses. Either that or they avoid tax and work on cash
incomes. It is very difficult to cook, eat, study, work, pay fees,
pay rent, pay for food, commute and in general maintain a
normal life. The whole market has nothing to do with learning
and education. It’s a visa selling enterprise which is sometimes
so tough to maintain that it can be called student slavery. In
the end even if you get a work permit it’s very tough to get a
proper job since they ask for field experience. Some people
successfully execute the track since there are valid students
too but if you are simply migrating to the west than before
migrating on this option, please weigh the efforts involved.

You will have issues going to toilets
The reason this is worth mentioning is that going to the toilet
is a very frequent activity for us humans. If it becomes a
difficult activity each time then its worth mentioning. The
story goes that two people in the west discussed that there’s
no water in the toilets so what do you do? The second replied
that I time my number two such that I always do it at home
where there is easy water available. Therefore you might have
to carry some shit a while till you reach home and have a
watery toilet facility. Its either that or you might carry a toilet
water bottle with you each time you go to the toilet. That’s an
interesting activity as well arranging a toilet bottle for every
toilet visit and maintaining a toilet water bottle. Other people
use a whole load of tissues and make them absorb water and
then use portions of those watered tissues multiple times. In
all cases and under all options its worth mentioning that in the
west you will have more difficulty going to the toilet every
time. If you are considering migrating to the west then since
it’s a bit of a frequent activity it’s worth mentioning.

You will have no house servants
The lack of humans in western countries directly results in a lack
of servants to help manage household work like cleaning,
cooking, driving, gardening etc. Poverty has been wiped out of
developed countries and it is being kept out by keeping
underdeveloped countries disturbed and destroyed. Also, there
are less humans in western countries due to low reproduction
rates. That’s the reason you are being brought in. All factors
lead to a lack of services in your life. If you think it’s a good thing
and humans should not clean, cook, drive, garden for other
humans than that’s a separate topic and we are not discussing
that here. In general people who pass IELTS with a good score
and who have had great education have also had servants.
Many rich parents told their children to focus on education
while these children had drivers, cleaners, cooks, gardeners,
guards etc etc. These children are not used to doing all
household activities themselves and its worth mentioning that
you will yourself have to manage this in the west. This ties in
with the item ‘Your health will deteriorate at a high rate’. This
is because you are simply not used to strenuous physical work
and you have had a soft comfortable childhood. In the west you
need to do much work yourself with no servants and invariably
your health could deteriorate because of that. Please sit back
and recall whether you or your spouse had servants since
childhood. If you or or your spouse had servants then you are
in for a physically active experience in the west. This is worth
noting when planning to migrate to the west.

Your children will be 110% on you
This is worth mentioning separately. No family, no
grandparents, no aunts, no uncles and no servants. It’s going
to be the parents and their one, two, three or four children.
Other items have explained that sleepless nights and childrens
burdens sometimes lead to divorces or a choice to have less
children. It also could lead to a wrong retirement strategy. In
all cases its worth mentioning that you will have 110%
responsibility of your children and no break at all from taking
care of every need of your children. If you are a father your
wife will not be going to her parents home and therefore you
will not get a break from your children. If you are a mother you
will not go to your parents home where you will have the
grandparents and your sisters to pamper your children and
disciplining them. So without grandparents homes you will not
be going anywhere where your children will be with someone
else. Therefore, your children will not be going to any place
where you have a break from them. It’s also worth mentioning
that without a family member or without a long trusted
servant you as a parent will also not be able to go out for a
dinner or anything. Wherever you go you will have to take
your children with you always and always. That loving dinner
with your spouse will be difficult to go out to. So before
migrating to the west consider this.

Your children will not have family like
Aunts, Uncles and Grandparents to
train them
Here, here. A separate entry to emphasise this. Other items
have explained this and its impacts but something more here.
Sit back and imagine from your memory. When you were
growing up, try to remember your grandparents and aunts and
your time with them. Please try to recall what your aunts and
grandparents taught you. Did they ever smile at you ? Your
children will not have those smiles and will not have the small
lessons taught by immediate family members.

You might have a divorce
This might not be a big problem for many people but it’s
something worth mentioning. Life is tough in many aspects in
developed countries. It requires fit and fantastic couples. If
any one of the spouses is unfit and not fantastic then the going
gets tough for both and the whole family. Some people choose
the option to get rid of their unfit and not so fantastic spouses
and continue to more happier options. Its only practical. The
reason this happens more often in developed countries is
because the stress of children is not shared by grandparents,
aunts, uncles and the extended family because they are not
present in the same country. Children are your whole
responsibility and sometimes the going gets tough if you have
2 or more children. Things get tough and spouses fight.
Divorce is so much easy and so practiced in the society that
due to the lack of extended family mediations things break
down. Therefore, before migrating to the west please keep in
mind that you might have a divorce.

You will have less children or very less
children
This is also worth mentioning. Sometimes when both parents
start earning and doing a job then having a baby is a
worrisome activity. Some parents therefore choose to stop
and think a lot on the baby project. A father on job, a mother
on job, no grandparents, no aunts and uncles, no servants, day
cares, sleepless nights, pick and drops and a whole lot of other
things lead to a decision to have less children. The child and
baby of migrants in developed countries is 110% the parents
responsibility. Therefore, it’s a tough job to have more than
one child. Every child is a burden on both parents and they
struggle between jobs and sleepless nights. This also leads to
the previous item of ‘you might have a divorce’ as the strain of
more children sometimes leads to difficult times,
disagreements, fights and finally divorces. Therefore, before
migrating to the west consider know well that you might have
less of very less children.

You will probably have very very less
grandchildren
Here, here. If you have less or very less children you will have
very very less grandchildren. Specially if your children grow up
in the west and say I don’t want to manage a spouse. Or if they
grow up in the west and they say that babies are very stressful
and we are only having one. If you are young then sit back and
think how many grandchildren your parents have right now.
That means your children and your brothers or sisters
children. Now in comparison imagine at old age having half or
even less grandchildren. Time flies and it’s a life choice which
migrating to the west could cause.

You might select the wrong
retirement strategy
The story goes that two mothers were compared. One had a
single child and an almost paid of house due to her and her
husbands job. The other mother had 4 children, three boys
and a girl and was living on rent with no paid of house in sight.
Which mother and parents have a better retirement strategy
? Would you prefer children who can take care of you and
maybe earn for you at old age OR would you prefer a few paid
off houses which can earn for you but not take care of you.
This ties into the earlier item of ‘you will have less or very less
children’. It was mentioned there that because of a father on
job, a mother on job, no grandparents, no aunts and uncles, no
servants, day cares, sleepless nights, pick and drops and a
whole lot of other things lead a decision is made to have less
children. Therefore, your retirement option is pension, money
and paid of houses and less children. Money, pension and paid
off houses can provide money at old age but a decent child
who loves you might care for you more. Comparing the two
mothers there is a difference in having 4 children around you
and one child around you at old age. Four children around you
will give you more grandchildren who can make you happy and
run around you as well. On the other hand having a few paid
off houses is also a wonderful feeling. So would you choose
money, paid off houses and less children OR more children ?
Therefore, before migrating to west please consider that your
retirement strategy might get mixed up.

The money you earn will be heavily
taxed and you will get a low amount in
your pocket
Developed countries are heavily taxed environments. So much
so that it’s very difficult to ‘save’ much if you lead a normal
life. The definition of a normal life could vary. Some people call
both parents working and children in day cares a normal life.
Some people call a single income with the father earning and
a house-wife stay at home mum a normal life. Whatever is
your definition of a normal life please consider that in
developed countries there is such an amount of tax that if you
spend money, have some holidays and lead a good life you will
‘save’ a low amount. To save you probably need to ultra save
first for a house deposit and then buy a home on interest.
Thereafter your house rent becomes your saving. This has
some moral and religious problems for some because its
interest based. Even if you do embark on this, a number of
times the mortgage is higher than a rent so you get to have
less money to spend. In any case leading a normal relaxed life
means spending some money and unless both husband and
wife are fit and fantastic and working hard you will save less.
Please consider this before migrating to the west because you
are probably an economic migrant.

From the money you do save a big
chunk will get spent on visiting your
home country
Most probably you are an economic migrant who has migrated
due to financial reasons. Please consider that from the money
that you do save a big chunk will be spent on your and your
family’s trip to your home country to meet family. Either that
or you and your spouse will not meet family. The result is that
your children will not know their family. To estimate multiply
the number of children you have with ticket costs and
expenses. A chunk of your after-tax income will be spent on
this. That is from savings. According to some estimates if your
family is a single income family with the mother taking care of
children than possibly your entire years savings might get
spent on a yearly trip back home. It depends on the number of
children you have. The item ‘you could have less children’ is
also involved here. So from the money you do save a big chunk
will get spent on a family visit back home.

From the money you do save a chunk
will be spent on visits of your
parents
Also worth mentioning. From the money that you do save
you will be buying tickets for your parents or your spouse’s
parents. Basically, either you spend money and go to your
home country OR you spend money and bring them to your
resident country. A chunk of your after-tax income will be
spent on this. That’s from savings.

Your tax will support killing and
disturbances in non european origin
nation countries
It’s a fact. Part of the reason developed countries are still
developed and other regions are under-developed is because
other regions have wars caused by developed countries. Yes,
you can blame factors within those under-developed countries
but read on please. Read this as the 20 year Afghanistan war
and read this as the Iraq war. Via the Afghanistan war European
origin nations kept Asia dismembered and busy. Via the Iraq
war and the resultant ISIS creation the European origin nations
caused the middle east very disturbed and busy. Probably
something similar in Africa. Are you from Asia, the Middle East
or Africa ? Therefore when you migrate to west and work there
your work and your tax will support killings and disturbances in
non European origin countries. It’s a bit funny but basically you
are migrating to the place which is the cause of your migration
in the first place. You are going to a place which is probably an
indirect root cause of you migrating in the first place. In reverse
imagine
Afghanistan-Uzebekistan-Pakistan-Turkemenistan
making a joint army and sitting in the middle of Europe
somewhere causing Europe to not have free travel and
preventing its development. And then Europeans migrating to
these Asian countries. The under developed countries
themselves have problems but after the Afghanistan war and
Iraq/ISIS affair its very clear that Asia and the Middle East are
probably under developed because of the very country you are
migrating to.

Your children will be culturally or
religiously different from you and
your values
This will probably happen to some or all your children. Some
people won’t care and their values will be the same as those
of developed countries. The difference in values is freedom
of the self instead of freedom of mind and heart.
More details here:
https://conceptpaper.org/2021/08/08/new-world-order/
But if your values are different from those of developed
countries then please consider that while growing up in
the west your children will take influence from the
environment. Therefore, it is highly likely that some or all
your children will be culturally or religiously different from
you. It also means that the way you want your children to
be will be different from what they become due to the
environment. This is a highly likely if not definite.

Your children are more likely to have
mental health problems
Unfortunately after migrating to the west your children
have not had smiling grandparents. Or a smiling aunt which
is their mums sister. They will have had tired parents who
have had busy lives with probably both parents earning. The
children will also have been through multiple languages
with one in school and another at home. They will also have
seen multiple cultures with one at home, one at the
mosque, one in school and one outside. They will also have
had selected limited cultural friends. They might also have
faced some racism at school due to their colour. In the west
they will also be more exposed to sugary chocolates, ice
creams and energy drinks. In the west they will also have
been exposed to more and more latest gadgets and various
social media platforms. They will also probably have had
more tv and tablet interaction than human interaction.
Please read all of the above again and consider that all of
the above cause a strange no family, tough childhood which
results in mental health problems at times. This also ties in
with your ‘children’s classfellows will be…’ which is the next
item. Therefore, before migrating to the west please
consider that your children could experience many factors
resulting in mental health problems.

Your childrens classfellows will be
sons and daughters of divorcees,
drunkards, gays, lesbians, gamblers
All of the above are legal, normal and acceptable entities in
western society. We are not discussing whether they are
good or bad here. But as a matter of fact your children’s
classfellows will very frequently be children of divorced
parents or children of drunkards. Again, we are not
discussing why and why not that’s a good or bad thing. Its
only being mentioned here because your children’s
classfellows will probably NOT be sons and daughters of
gays, lesbians, divorcees, drunkards and gamblers in your
normal home country environment. This is a difference to
note. It also ties onto the item ‘Your children are more likely
to have mental health problems’. Due to the multiple
societies they face. If you read the factors in both items
together you will see that the childhood of your children
might be drastically different from your childhood if you
migrate to the west.

You will have been trapped in
organized human import-export,
organized capitalist slavery
Well, let’s see now. You were born. You were taken to
school for many, many, many years. You studied in a
university for multiple years. For probably the first 22 years
of your life your parents, family and society spent many,
many hours and efforts on you. And then you were plucked
from another country and you spend the next 40 years
serving in another country. Its like one entity watered the
plant for 25 years and when the plant starts giving fruits it
is taken by someone else and the fruit is eaten by someone
else for the next 40 years. This is organized human importexport, organized capitalist slavery and organized brain
drain in the garb of migration to greener pastures.
Especially so if you combine this with the item that ‘your tax
will support killing and disturbances in non-European origin
nation countries’. So basically, your tax might end up
damaging the country or society which watered you for
your first 25 years of life. Before migrating to the west
consider that you might be an asset of the society which
raised you. And that you might be going to a society which
damages and creates wars in the society which raised you
in the first place.

The instability in your home country
which you left will probably now be
funded by you
Please talk to your elders who are 50 years older than you.
Ask them the history of your country and the history of your
region. Any wars ? Who sold the weapons and what caused
the wars ? Any instability in the neighbourhood ? What
caused the instability ? You might discover that the 50 years
older person will say to you that ‘Yes’ the European origin
developed countries are working against us and are causing
problems in our countries, in our region. Read this as the 20
years Afghanistan war which kept Asia back and the recent
Iraq war / ISIS creation which caused the Middle East to be
totally destabilized. Both being instigated by european
origin developed countries. Therefore, before migrating to
the west please consider that the instability in your home
country and your home region will probably now be funded
by you and your tax. If you are ok with this then that’s fine
but if you feel this might not be right than you might want
to live humbly in your own country.

You will have been entrapped in
organized large-scale brain drain
where engineers, scientists, doctors
and educated people are drained out
from countries
Again a fact. Part of the reason why under-developed
countries stay under-developed is because their top
engineers and scientists leave the country. Read this in
conjunction with the item that ‘the instability in your home
country which you left will probably now be funded by you’.
It’s a double whammy. Also remember that you as a plant
were watered for 25 years in your country and you will have
been brain drained to another country when the fruits are
bearing. And to a country which might be working against
your home country. It’s organized large-scale brain drain
where engineers, scientists, doctors and educated people
are drained out from their origin countries to serve
corporations in foreign countries. You might want to
consider this before migrating to the west. Perhaps sit with
a 50 years older person and check out with him the
historical facts before becoming part of large-scale brain
drain.

Your health will deteriorate at a
high rate
A large mix of factors cause this to happen. No servants and
resultant physical labour. No family and total burden of
children resulting in further physical labour. Tough office
work which is high quality required to earn foreign currency.
Lack of deep friends in society and office. Constant
translation of English to native language. Yearly burden of
tickets and flights for the whole family. In general life in
developed countries is tough for anyone with children or
anyone with more than one child. In general family burden,
house management work, office work, grocery, pick and
drops, gardening (either self or expensive), etc, etc
invariably puts burden on physical health. Add to that the
boat load of stress regarding children values management.
And the stress of children religious training management.
Or add to all this, children taking on values which you don’t
like. Many factors boil down to the situation where your
health and your spouse’s health deteriorates at a higher
rate in developed countries. Both husband and wife need to
be very fit and very fantastic to manage and raise good
children and to live a prosperous life. Otherwise, if any
spouse is not fit and fantastic then the health of both
spouses and the whole family will deteriorate. Do consider
this before migrating to the west.

Your children will eat more sugary
items and will be more hyperactive
than in less developed countries
Money buys chocolates and ice creams a lot. A whole lot
more than under-developed countries. Invariably children
are eating more sugary items in the west because of the
buying power and easy availability. This causes some
children to be fat and some children to be more
hyperactive. This also ties in with ‘your children are more
likely to have mental health problems’. You will face this and
will have to manage this if you migrate to the west.

Your wife might not cook for you and
your husband might not earn for you
It depends. If your wife is working and earning you might need
to cook for her instead of her cooking for you. It depends. If
you (lady) are a doctor and your husband is not then his
earning capacity is lower than you. Thereafter the wife might
earn and your husband will manage children at home. It’s
called house-husband and this is present in the west. All in all
many factors lead to a situation which is different from the
regular earning-father house-wife mother norm. Its
something to think about and it happens regularly in the west.
In general if both parents earn then life is very busy and it
could affect the health of the whole family including children.
If you go down the path of earning-father and house-wife
mother then the family will probably have less money. This will
then tie down to the item that ‘From the money you do save
a big chunk will get spent on visiting your home country’. If you
go down the path of both parents earning than you might hit
the item ‘Your health will deteriorate at a high rate’ or the item
‘You might have a divorce’. Also the item ‘you will have less
children’ and ‘very less grandchildren’. All paths could lead to
doom if you have children and a family unless both parents are
very fit and very fantastic.

Ladies, your foreign country
marriage proposal might have been
a capitalist entrapment to make
you earn money
It was all planned and he married you for your earning capacity
in the west. Before the marriage proposal your degree and
education were observed and noted. It was checked that your
degree, education and experience had a high earning capacity
in the west. Then the marriage proposal was sent. It’s a
capitalist enterprise. Some people won’t mind this and it’s a
bit of a give and take anyway. You also wanted to go to the
west yourself so what’s the problem. The reverse is regularly
practiced. Most if not all families check the earning capacity of
the boy before giving their daughter so if the boy is checking
the earning capacity of the girl too then what’s the problem.
This item is only being mentioned because that well soughtafter foreign marriage proposal might be an effort to make
your daughter earn money. Some people want their daughters
to manage a family instead of earning money. It won’t be a
problem for some. It’s a personal choice. Do you want your
daughter to be a mother or be an employee and bread earner
? It’s a choice that’s tied to foreign marriage proposals.
Something to be considered.

Ladies, as a mother you will have
less time for your children
This invariably happens because of multiple factors. It’s
because you may need to earn additional money to sponsor a
family trip to your home country. You might want to meet the
family back home. So you need to do a job and so will have
less time for children. Or it could happen because you are
cleaning, cooking, driving, gardening since there are no
servants. It could also happen because you are earning in
addition to your husband. It could happen because you are the
bread earner while your husband is a house-husband. Its
something for ladies to consider and discuss when the family
is migrating to the west.

Ladies, you might develop a heavy
back ache at an earlier age
Ladies, you might have to clean, cook, drive, garden, do
grocery and manage all the affairs of your children 110%.
Did you have servants when you were young and did you
have servants in your home country ? Then you are not used
to physical labour. Those servants won’t be there and when
you do all this work you might develop a back-ache. Or you
could earn money and your husband does the work. Then
you will have to take the stress of doing a job. And then you
will hit the item ‘As a mother you will have less time for your
children’. Back-aches at young age is not a good thing and
it’s something worth noting when migrating to the west.

You might sometimes have nowhere
to go and no one to meet even on
weekends
Migration is an interesting thing, and the resulting
loneliness should be known. If you migrate you leave all
family, friends and society including that old shopkeeper
who knows you since childhood. Therefore, there will be
times where you will have nowhere to go and no one to
meet. There are attempts regularly made to find some
friends and to meet people. The attempts are mainly for
children so that children can have someone to play with. It
depends how socially acceptable the father and the mother
are. If even one of them is an introvert who doesn’t want to
meet many people then you will need to get used to
loneliness. Many people have classfellows from back home,
some have Masjid friends, some have colleagues from back
home, some have cricket friends. It’s an effort to find people
to chat with and eventually after some time there are
friends whom you can meet. Eventually a social circle is built
and you integrate in it. Still there might be times when you
will have nowhere to go and no one to meet. This is a factor
which should be considered.

You might have less deep friends
It has taken years to develop your bond with your brothers
and sisters. Years to develop your bond with your
neighbours and your classfellows. Years to develop your
bond with your cousins and with your hostel mates. After
migration it might take years further to make deep friends
in your new location. You will be lucky if already existing
deep friends also go to the same country and city. For ladies
and gents both friends are very important. In life friends
who you talk to and laugh with are an important luxury and
an important joy. Please consider that life in the west might
be so busy with managing the house, work and children that
you will have less time to ‘make’ deep friends and also less
time to meet deep friends.

Your office colleagues will be so
multicultural that you might have
less office colleague friends
In your home country you could discuss the local politics,
the local news, the happenings and a lot of similar issues in
your own native language. After migration your office
colleagues might be so multicultural that you might have
less office colleague friends. Its already difficult to
communicate what you have in your heart in a different
language. Imagine both ends thinking in two separate
languages and speaking in a third language. There will be
three languages at play between two people. If both sides
are unable to think in English and communicate very easily
in English than a language barrier exists always. Work gets
done but friendship is difficult to attain. In general, this is
not the case in your home country so after migration you
might have less office colleague friends.

You will have sacrificed so much for
the money you earn that you will
have difficulty spending it
This is a very interesting item. After you leave your country
and family you first enjoy the new money. Slowly the
responsibilities of children and the new life trickle in. Slowly
mortgage or desires kick in. Slowly the expensive trips back
home kick in. Slowly both spouses start earning to get more
money. Slowly both spouses are tired of two jobs, house
work and children. Slowly after tax the money seems less
and you keep trying to earn more and more. In the end you
will have sacrificed so much for the money you earn that
you sometimes have difficulty spending it. Basically, in the
end you become miserly because the money you have is
your only thing since everything else has been sacrificed for
it. So you increase it and have difficulty spending it. It’s also
interesting that fresh migrants have left poorer countries so
they spend on things considered important. But their
children are growing up in the west and they ask for every
luxury in the local town. The migrant parents see those
items as very luxurious while the children see it as normal
necessary things and ask for them. This causes friction
between parents and children as well. In the end migrants
work hard and have sacrificed a lot for the money they now
have which causes a level of love and greed for this money.
Its therefore difficult to spend it.

Your children will be asking for
luxuries unimaginable for you but
very normal for them
This is because you grew up in an underdeveloped country
while they are growing up in a rich developed country. The
latest smartphone, an expensive drone, a hover board, an
expensive smartwatch. These are normal things for your
children but may be unimaginable luxuries for fresh migrant
parents. It ties to the item ‘You will have sacrificed so much
for the money you earn that you will have difficulty spending
it’. It causes frustration in children and frustration in parents.
This also ties in to ‘Your children are more likely to have
mental health problems’. You will need to give them the luxury
items they want to keep them happy even if they are
unimaginable expensive items for you. It also ties to the item
‘Your children will not have family like Aunts, Uncles and
Grandparents to train them’. This means that their happiness
is fully tied to the luxuries they are asking for since there is no
family and cousins. It’s something to note when migrating to
the west as your whole life and your children’s brought ups
will change.

Some deep office networking,
business deals and information
exchange is over Alcohols in bars. To
make deep contacts you will need to
go to bars and drink
This is very normal for a western developed country. The story
goes that one person asked another that if you guys don’t
drink alcohol then how do you make friends ? Alcohol is said
to be a social lubricant. So if you are looking for deeper office
networking to enhance your career it might need to take place
in bars over drinks. This might be an issue for people who don’t
want to drink alcohol due to religious reasons. Some business
deals and much information exchange is done over alcohol so
your career is out of luck if you want these. It should be
mentioned that this is not always the case, and you could sit
in a bar while other people drink but it’s something that’s
worth mentioning. Possibly back home deep office networking
is NOT done in bars and over alcohol. Maybe tea ? Something
to consider when migrating to the west.

You childrens classfellows will
probably watch porn as an
entertainment at a very young age
Electronic devices are more readily available and acceptable in
western society. Acceptable because the society is freedom
based. This means that from a very young age maybe like 11
or 12 your children’s classfellows might have electronic items.
You may not allow them because you are a conservative
parent but the society has many people who have different
values. So, in school and at their friends your children will
meet young people who own devices which have access to the
internet. Some people might say that porn is watched by
youth all over the world. But remember after migrating to the
west you are probably now in a place which generates porn.
Previously you might have been somewhere which consumes
porn at say starting the age of 16 or 17. Now you are at a place
which generates porn and starts consuming it at age 11 or 12
because of easy availability of electronic devices. Expect a
difference in this when migrating.

You childrens classfellows will
probably be having sex at a very
young age
Remember that you are in a country which practices freedom
of the self instead of freedom of the mind and freedom of the
heart. Further details here:
https://conceptpaper.org/2021/08/08/new-world-order/
Therefore, there is freedom to do anything you want. This
includes a lot of freedoms available to children and
youngsters. So while you may want your children to not get
involved in some freedom based activities their classfellows
will be allowed to take part in them. So, in short, your
children’s classfellows will probably be involved in things
which you deem inappropriate at that age or at any age. It’s
easy and legal to have an abortion as well. There are no moral
or legal consequences. Something to consider when
migrating.

Your children might not care much
about education because they can
easily earn without heavy education
so why take the stress of exams
and degrees
Education is not directly tied to income in developed
countries. Plus, developed countries get imported educated
migrants anyway. So the residents and citizens of developed
countries don’t really need difficult education and big degrees
to earn. Simple courses and many simple jobs are available
and give a decent income. Therefore, your children might
choose to not take a tough education track to a life and choose
a simpler path. They are already in the country and are already
citizens of a developed country. If you are big on having very
educated children this would be something to consider when
migrating to the west.

Your children might enrol in a degree
and when it’s time to take stress
and study for exams they might say
we don’t like this degree and are
changing it
Life is very easy in developed countries. It is desires based
and happiness based. Children enjoy ice cream, chocolates,
holidays, sports. Youngsters enjoy social media apps and
night outs. Tough education, assignments, grades and
exams are a cause of unhappiness. Specially so if they are
not needed much and you can live a life without going
through them. So when your child has lead a desires based
life based on ice cream and social media apps then when it
comes to exams and assignments they might bail out of
them. Changing courses and changing degrees running
away from hard education. This goes hand in hand with the
item ‘Your children might not care much about education
because they can easily earn without heavy education so
why take the stress of exams and degrees’. It also goes hand
in hand with the item ‘your children might have mental
health problems’. If you are big on educated children watch
whether your child can do assignments and give exams. Can
they sit down and study at all or are they addicted to social
media apps and can’t concentrate much. This is something
to consider when migrating to the west.

You might be disciplining and scolding
your children so much that they will
be fed up of you when they grow up
This goes hand in hand with a boat load of previous items
discussed above. No family and no smiling grandparents
and aunts. Both parents earning and tired. Lots of house
work and no servants. No one else to help train children.
Easy availability of sugary items. In general it could happen
that one or both parents discipline their multicultural
migrated children so much that the children are fed up of
them. Remember that the rest of the society is freedom
based and your children will have class fellows which have
different values and different entertainments available to
them. It all boils down to the children being sometimes
totally fed up of their strict and restricting parents.
Something to consider when migrating to the west.

Your children might drink alcohol or
eat the wrong diet to integrate in
society
This is based on the background that you don’t drink alcohol
and you have dietary preferences like Halal or Vegetarian.
So your values are different from the society you are in.
After migrating you may carry the same values for the rest
of your life but your children might not carry on those
values. To integrate in society they might drink alcohol, eat
non-halal and eat non-vegetarian. They might want to make
friends or make business contacts with people such that
they compromise on your (parents) values and go ahead
with integrating into society. Something to consider when
moving to the west.

Your children might start living
with someone without marrying
them
It can happen and it has happened. This is connected to the
previous items. It’s a simple phenomenon that your children
might carry the values of the society they are in instead of
your values. It ties in with multiple previous items like your
children asking for things which you consider expensive
luxury items and they consider normal. Or your children
being fed up of you as you are strict and society is free. Or
your children’s classfellows being from a variety of
backgrounds with differing value systems. Therefore, this
might happen, and it should be considered when migrating.

Your grandchildren might be
bastards
Illegimitate children are common in the west. This is
carrying on from previous items as well. It’s a simple
phenomenon that your children might carry the values of
the society they are in instead of your values. Therefore
they might not marry and live with someone still.
Illegitimate children are unheard of in some societies but
are common in freedom of the self based societies. Read
further here:
https://conceptpaper.org/2021/08/08/new-world-order/
Because on a lot of various reasons including a lot of the
items previously mentioned your children might carry
differing values from you and your background. When
migrating you are probably young. You might not even have
children let alone grandchildren. But your steps decide your
childrens society and if they carry the values of society then
it’s possible that your grandchildren are bastards. It might
not be a problem for some people but it’s something worth
thinking about in case you prefer not wanting this to
happen.

Your daughter might be such that
people will not want to marry her
because she’s modern, not a
housewife kind of person and prefers
a career over marriage and children
This is also something that can happen because the society
is different from your values. While career-oriented women
are present in all societies motherhood is part of the deal.
Housewives might be considered a bit of an out of fashion
thing in young girls of western societies. Something to
consider is that many a times if your daughter takes on the
values of the society instead of your conservative thought
process than she will not be interested in marriage or being
a wife or having children. She might just want a career and
money instead. She might be a bit modern, western in her
dressing as well which is different from the values of your
home country. Therefore, people might sense that and
might not marry her. Someone with similar values might
marry her. Then you will hit the item ‘You will probably have
no or very very less grandchildren’. It all depends and is
something to consider when migrating to the west.

One or more of your children might
be religiously or culturally different
from your liking
This is also a very common phenomenon. Children take on
the freedom based values of western society while your
values are based on the society you came from. Therefore,
one or more your children might be religiously or culturally
different from your liking. Perhaps you have an image in
your mind of what you want your child to be like. That image
is based on the society you yourself were born in and you
came from. But the society your children are being raised in
is different. So they are different from what you had in mind
for them. Their value system is different. It’s something that
happens a lot as children take influence from western
society. Something to consider when migrating to the west.

You will have less food options to
eat outside
Many a times it can happen that migrants come from a
place which has halal food or vegetarian food. After
migrating to the west please consider that you will be in a
society which has different dietary habits. So, you and your
children will have less food options to eat outside.
Something to consider when migrating in case you enjoy
eating outside a lot.

You might have a large language
barrier with your own children. Your
children will think in English and talk
in English and you might think in
your native language and translate
This is a very interesting phenomenon. It happens to
parents who are not thinking in English and are not smooth
in English. Please sit back, relax and think. Are the words in
your mind in your native language or English. If one or both
parents are not smooth in English and are not thinking in
English then they stop and think every time their child talks
to them in English. There is constant language barrier
between parent and child at home. Sometimes the child
says something but the parents take it to mean something
else. This can happen to one or both parents. This leads to
a wide variety of problems discussed in previous items. The
children might have a language barrier with their mother or
their father. Something to consider when migrating.

You career might be hampered
because you can’t think in English
and you are translating on many
occasions. You are not spontaneous in
English and that hampers your
career
It can happen that while you passed the IELTS test and got
immigration, your English is not very very smooth.
Therefore, you might have had a good career in your own
native language based country but due to the language
barrier your career got hampered in English based country.
Certain countries manage English and a native language
both. You were able to manage communications when both
in English and native language. But in a solely English based
environment you could struggle to communicate smoothly.
You might need to settle on the job you have in case English
hampers your career growth. Or you could put in effort to
improve English. Something to consider when migrating to
the west.

Part of your life energy might be
spent on constantly translating and
absorbing English in your home,
office and everywhere
This is for those people who don’t think in English and are
not very very smooth in English. Perhaps you were taught in
English and passed the IELTS test but constantly talking in
English everywhere is still an effort. You will basically be
used to your own native language and have English as a
second language instead of it being native to you.
Therefore, part of your life energy might be spent on
constantly translating and absorbing English in your home,
office and everywhere. It can happen to you and your
spouse. Part of your or your spouse’s energy will be spent
on understanding English and talking in English.

One spouse will have more work to
do if both spouses are not very very
smooth in English
As said earlier both parents need to be fit and fantastic for
a smooth sailing in developed countries. Part is this is both
spouses being smooth in English. If any one spouse, wife or
husband, is not smooth in English than the other one gets
the burden of much paperwork and much English based
correspondences. This ties to the item ‘Your health will
deteriorate at a high rate’ in case you are the spouse with
the better English and with more burden. It also ties to the
language barrier between parents and children because
children will think in English and talk in English. The spouse
with the weaker English, mother or father, will have more
language barrier with children. In general all English based
communication will be more handled by the spouse which
has the better English so that spouse will take a hit.
Something to consider when migrating.

